Usually, a simulated and inversed function associated with its generated random variables is used as a simulation input supporting alternative solutions. 
Introduction
Usually, a simulated and inversed function associated with its generated random variables is used as a simulation input supporting alternative solutions.
Single-entry simulated and inversed function is popularly used in industry 
Mathematical Modeling
The applied mathematical model definition and formulation of this study are explained as follows.
Formula A: A single-entry inversed function
Let x be a variable with cumulative distribution of F j (x), j denotes each data sampling event. For F j (x) is a non-decreasing function, the inverse simulation function of (y) could be defined as
•Assume that sampling data can be grouped into n adjacent intervals [ ] 
Formula B: A multi-entry inversed function
Define a compound function as an input of multi-entry inversed formula (3) 
Formula C: An ARIMA formula of order (p, d, q)
In ARIMA (p, d, q) model, p denotes the order of Auto-Regression, d denotes the order of difference , q denotes the order of Moving Average.
Formula D: K-S model verification test
The authors use K-S testing to verify the inverse function model [5] [6] . It is defined as the follows：
Where N is the largest observation number and is the optimal approximation value of F(x).
Step 1: Rank the data from smallest to largest, let denote the ith smallest observation, so that ( ) ( )
Step 2: Compute
Step 3：Calculate D=max ( )
Step 4: Determine the critical value D , for the specified significance level α α and the given sample size N.
Step 5: If the sample statistic D is greater than the critical value D ,the null hypothesis that the data a sample from a uniform distribution is rejected If , conclude that no difference has been detected between the true distribution of { }and the uniform distribution.
Formula F: A queue and related score function
The queue modeling M/M/K can be used as a basis to calculate the related performance parameter values. Further, the related explanations are provided in the following part.
where λ denotes inter-arrival rate; µ denotes service rate; ρ denotes system utilization ;L denotes service number in system; ω denotes delay time (service time); and P o denotes the probability in idle status. For simplicity of computing processes, a linear transformation function of score function raging from 1 to 10 was employed supporting the alternative indexes calculation.
Formula E: An object function
By using the genetic analysis [7] [8] of MATLAB software package, the authors define a general object function 
Applied Example

Sampling & Model Verification
Firstly, this study takes a group of network sampling data as above and below: 
Alternative Study
Secondly, for simplicity, a MATLAB software genetic program associated with an object function is used to support the following research [9] Table 4 has factor scores for each link. In Table 5 , the genetic experiment result of alternative is derived by numeric trend analysis. This analysis shows that if the iterative of generation over 21, the optimal fitness value will be rather smoothing. Therefore, in general, this fitness value of generation 21 can considered as optimal fitness value for alternative. Finally, in Table 7 , the authors also show the possible decisions/actions of Network Service Provider (NSP). Usually, the network users have different performance requirements according to how much transmission fee they want to pay, therefore, NSP defines service strategies with the constrained condition of Sum of Averaged Square Error less than 0.05 as:
A. Supporting lower performance requirement of path design (AGFI less than 600) B. Supporting middle performance requirement of path design (AGFI greater than 600 and less than 1200) C. Supporting higher performance requirement of path design (AGFI greater than 1200)
